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TRAINING METHODOLOGY
The purpose of this prospectus is to give an overview of the various services CTS offers. However, it must be
noted that due to the ability of CTS to customise training to individual business needs, this prospectus serves
purely as a guide. CTS pride themselves in meeting specific customer requirements and while courses are
structured as examples, they are very flexible in their delivery.

Training Methodology
All CTS training is outcomes-based and SAQA unit standard aligned, comprising the following:
•

Self-tests;

•

Formative Assessments;

•

Simulated Assessments;

•

Practical Demonstrations; and

•

Summative assessments.

CTS consider themselves a front-runner when it comes to state-of-the-art technology used in delivering training
and assessing. All the lecture room training is delivered via a laptop and projector, using the theory information of
the training material as a visual tool to make it easier for the learners to grasp and understand the content of the
course.
Machine-specific training & assessing is conducted in the factory/production area of the company, which enables
the learner to simulate what he/she has learned on the actual machinery / equipment that they operate.

Group size
The groups may vary between 2 and 12 candidates; however, CTS is capable of training one person, if necessary.
This is not common practice, but CTS has been known to do this under extremely special circumstances.

Use of technology
CTS are aiming for a “paperless” assessment environment by using a tablet laptop computer, which can be
“written” on, using a stylus. This gives the assessor an opportunity to be able to conduct multiple assessments
during the day without having to worry about the amount of paperwork being generated. The learner and assessor
are also able to sign their documents by means of an encrypted signature, which immediately makes it a legal
document.
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Advantages of On-Site Training
•

CTS deliver a convenient and traceable service.

•

Reduction in the logistical requirements and transport times which results in reduction of costs.

•

Opportunity for the customer to monitor and obtain feedback during training.

•

Ability to monitor attendance, progress and service delivery.

•

Training material relates to the specific industry of the customer, enabling learners to easily apply the
knowledge obtained to their work environment.

•

Easy access to company’s subject matter experts, to further enhance the training experience and training
material content.

Roles of the Training Facilitators
Roles imply that facilitators ought to be autonomous and reflective professionals in addition to being employees.
This policy framework is therefore based on the principle that facilitators are the essential drivers of high quality
education and training and that strong initial professional education programmes, as an important basis for learner
competence and professionalism, rests on the four foundational components:
•

Subject matter / occupational expertise in the designated field of study

•

Andragogic expertise, which refers to general andragogic principles that apply to all teaching / learning
situations for adults, as well as to subject didactics that transmit the knowledge and skills foundations
on which vocational expertise depends

•

Up-to-date workplace expertise that facilitates the creation of structured, practical learning environments that
prepare learners for work under real-time conditions

•

Basic academic competence that provides the basis for further study in both subject / technical and
andragogic areas

The Nature of Practical Work and Application of Knowledge
Practical work in the learning environment takes many forms:
•

Particular procedures can be practised until a high level of dexterity is attained expertise through repetition

•

Practical work can entail 'whole sequences' (as in project work or simulated work practice), so that the
learner is able to see how the parts fit into a whole and how the whole consists of a series of interlocking
parts - expertise through practical connectivity

•

Practical work can be selected for conceptual relevance so that practice relates to theory in the same way
as laboratory work is linked to the acquisition of scientific principles expertise through conceptual
connectivity
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All of the above three forms of practical work are crucial. There is, however, a difference in what is required from
the facilitator in each case:
•

Expertise through repetition is usually transmitted through modelling. The facilitator has to be able to show the
learner what to do and how to do it, monitor the learner’s performance and offer corrective feedback when
necessary

•

Expertise through practical connectivity requires that the facilitator should have up-to-date work experience in
the field of study in order to create an environment that approximates a real life situation as closely as
possible. The facilitator needs to be able to explain how particular work sequences fit together and why

•

Expertise through conceptual connectivity requires that the facilitator should be able to explain concepts in
words and explain the relation between what learners are doing and the general rules or principles behind the
action
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SKILLS AUDIT
Conducting a Skills Audit:
A Skills Analysis has traditionally been used in organisations to determine employee training requirements.
This often did not take into account the gap between what employees are expected to do (expected job outputs)
and what employees actually are able to do (current employee outputs). The first focus area would then be
determining the training Gaps of each employee. The training required should also be aligned to the strategic
objectives of the organisation.

1. SKILLS ANALYSIS:

Consultation with
management and

clearly describing the skills

goals that the

importance of the process

/ job descriptions for each
role in the first column of a

job.

table.

Second column of the table should

Third column would be used

reflect clear measurements for

when obtaining the knowledge

employee.

identified from the role profile

employee requires doing the

achieve.

no negative perceptions.

List the skills and knowledge

and knowledge an

organisation wants to

must take place to ensure

needs of each

descriptions are compiled

priorities / business

employees on the

Identify the training

Role profiles / job

Identify strategic

successful performance to be

and skills that staff have

completed against each skill and

obtained or gaps identified.

knowledge area

2. TRAINING NEEDS ANALYSIS:

Analyse the skills analysis report
and ensure that all updates are
incorporated into the individual
job description / role profile /
position benchmark.

Identify skills gaps

Compare each job

wherein training /

description with

retraining is required for

each employee’s

each employee or group

training record.

of employees.

Develop individual training
plans incorporating all future
Add on to

interventions with timelines

WSP.

and identified training

Short courses, skills programmes,
Learnerships, apprenticeships,
etc. or RPL process.

providers / training
interventions.

Source training interventions: Eg.
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Identify the most
appropriate type of
intervention that would
effectively close the
skills gap.

SKILLS AUDIT
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Example of Skills Matrix:

Maintain Fluid Power
Systems & Pneumatic
Systems
Systems

Operator

FLM 6Training Program

Maintain Conveyor
Maintain Bearings in
Machines
Maintain Lubricating
Systems
Maintain Indirect Drives
Basic Hand Tools,
including Threaded

Drill Press
Tooltech (Autopunches)

Operator

Machine Operational Training

Fasteners

Heinz Fischer Roll Form
Machine
35mm Lip Roll Form
Machine
A200 Roll Form Machine
Gate Valve Exercise

Technical Assessment

Artisan

Centrifugal Pump Exercise
5-Hole Flange Exercise
Handskills Exercise
Marking Off Exercise
Measuring Exercise
Micrometer
Handskills

Basic Hand Tools
Identification
Mechanical Reasoning
Tests
Mechanical
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Trim shop

QC Inspection

Artisan

Flight Hole Operator

Checker Fabrication

Multi Punch Operator

Products

Draughtsman New

Oven Off loader

Tuber

Assembler

Griffin Guard

Assembler

Comprehension Tests

Skills Matrix Example

Operator

Measuring (vernier)

SKILLS AUDIT
Technical Assessments Overview:
Why the need to conduct a Technical Assessment?
Technical assessments are conducted to establish and evaluate mechanical / electrical comprehension and
aptitude in an individual. These assessments can be customised to suit the needs of a client in how they wish to
measure this aptitude by using a battery of theory based aptitude tests as well practical assessment tasks,
associated with the trade of the individual.
CTS is able to conduct these assessments at various levels of the client’s maintenance staff; ie: operators,
artisans, technicians, setters, team leaders, etc. with varying tasks to be attempted at the different levels. Further
details of these assessments can be obtained upon request.
Once these assessments have been conducted, it makes it easy to identify the gaps in the individual’s knowledge
& skills base in order for a constructive development plan to be created for the individual. This process also
compliments and assists in the development of the client’s skills matrix in formulating the annual training plan.
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PXT “Job-Fit” Assessment Overview:
Why the need to conduct a PXT Assessment?
It’s the degree of congruence between an individual’s strengths, needs, and wants in a particular job and work
environment. When interests align, the employee and the organization experience a good job fit. Establishing
job fit helps to identify and place individuals in positions where they are likely to be successful. Based on identifying
innate personality traits, abilities, and behaviours, assessing for job fit determines if a person CAN do a job, HOW
they will do a job, and if they will ENJOY the job. Every human being is motivated and driven by different
influences. Job fit outlines the unique job related qualities that make a person productive.
The Concept of Job Fit
A key component in establishing job fit is to know exactly what the role or position in question demands. First,
create a comprehensive and detailed job description. Then, by reviewing and outlining the characteristics of
employees who have demonstrated success in that particular position, organizations can use this data as a basis
for evaluating potential applicants to help predict their future success. Later in this eBook, we will dive into more
detail on benchmarking and performance models.
1. Identify and assess top performers:
a.

These are the employees who far outperform their a. peers. Look at sales performance, output volume,
quality metrics, customer satisfaction surveys, and a. other KPIs.

b.

Utilize a validated and reliable solution such as the ProfileXT® to outline their personality traits,
behaviours, and work-related preferences.

2. Benchmark top performance to create a performance model:
Using the report data from the top performers’ assessment results, create a performance model (benchmark) that
defines the characteristics of a top performer.
3. Evaluate candidates relative to this performance model for maximum productivity and engagement in that
position:
Combine unique information about the company culture with job-specific data.
How does the Job Fit Assessment assist with hiring staff?
Job fit assessments help you make better hiring decisions by helping you understand the core characteristics of
your top performers. There is no greater tragedy in business than hiring competent employees into jobs in which
they are destined to fail. When this happens, their potential is wasted. Hiring solutions measure the essential
behaviour characteristics an employer needs to make the most intelligent hiring and selection decisions.
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Job fit assessments help talent acquisition professionals and hiring managers predict job suitability, and accurately
helps assist in matching people with the work they will do in their new jobs
Today, many organizations use job fit assessments throughout the interview process to learn more about job
candidates. There are many kinds of employee assessments available, but the most successful hiring assessments
use job fit as a tool to increase consistency and success in the hiring process. Job fit solutions combine tested and
reliable data derived from employee assessments with customized data to create a benchmark, which will match
candidates to the job and specific company. By including job fit as a key factor in your employee selection process,
your hiring procedure will be significantly more effective.

“If you’ve hired someone you thought was a good candidate, only to find they’re not as qualified as
the interview process led you to believe, then this is a good case to begin using assessments to
improve the likelihood of success of your new hires.”
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Alignment of N-courses to NQF Framework:

THEORY
LEARNING ACTIVITIES

US TITLE

US ID

Keep the work area safe and
Explain occupational safety in
accordance with Fitting and

SO#

13220

SO 1

Perform basic fire fighting

12484

SO 1

Perform basic first aid

12483

SO 1

productive

Machining Theory - N2

Maintain static seals in machines

13219

and / or equipment

SO 1, 2,
3

Explain couplings in accordance with
Fitting and machining Theory - N2

LEARNING ACTIVITIES
Discuss and explain the purpose of safety
equipment and procedures
Identify and explain the purpose of demarcated
areas, emergency stops, exits and first aid stations
Discuss and explain procedures for dealing with
fires in the workplace
Plan and prepare for seal replacement, Static seal
is maintained, Prepare site and equipment for seal
replacement.
Plan and prepare for direct drive maintenance.

Maintain direct drives

13280

SO 1, 2

Prepare site and equipment for direct drive
maintenance.

Maintain brakes and clutches
Select, use and care for
engineering measuring equipment
Explain limits and fits in accordance
with Fitting and Machining Theory N2

Read, interpret and produce basic
engineering drawings
Produce detailed engineering
drawings
Mark off basic regular engineering
shapes

13282

SO 9

12476

SO 9

12215

SO 1

13298

SO 1

9881

SO 2

Discuss and explain incidents and problems related
to direct drive maintenance.
Discuss and explain incidents and problems related
to brake and clutch maintenance.
Explain and discuss basic units of measure and
symbols
Discuss and explain basic engineering drawing
concepts and material lists
Perform calculations to produce drawing
Identify materials used in common engineering
applications. Qualifying learners can identify the

Identify engineering materials, their

types, properties and common applications of

characteristics and applications
Explain bearings in accordance with

and common metal tests used in

Fitting and Machining Theory - N2

engineering

12477

SO 1, 2

ferrous and non-ferrous metals and demonstrate an
understanding of common testing and treatment
procedures. Discuss the physical properties of
engineering materials used in common engineering
applications.

Maintain bearings in machines and

13283

SO 2

Perform routine maintenance

13221

SO 8

Maintain lubricating systems

13277

SO 7

253517

SO 7

13326

SO 7

equipment
Explain lubrication in accordance
with Fitting and Machining Theory N2
Explain valves in accordance with
Fitting and Machining Theory N2

Maintain pipe systems and pipe
components
Maintain safety valves
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Discuss the physical properties of engineering
materials used in common engineering applications
Discuss and explain incidents and problems related
to bearing replacement
Discuss and explain incidents and problems related
to performing routine maintenance
Discuss and explain incidents and problems related
to maintain the lubrication system
Discuss and explain incidents and problems related
to pipe system maintenance

SKILLS AUDIT

THEORY
LEARNING ACTIVITIES
Explain packing, stuffing boxes and
joints in accordance with Fitting and
Machining Theory - N2
Explain water pipe systems in
accordance with Fitting and
Machining Theory - N2
Explain pumps in accordance with
Fitting and Machining Theory - N2

US TITLE
Maintain static seals in machines
and / or equipment
Maintain pipe systems and pipe
components
Maintain pumps

US ID

SO#

13219

SO 8

253577

SO 1

13276

SO 1

LEARNING ACTIVITIES
Discuss and explain incidents and problems related
to safety valve maintenance

Plan and prepare for pipe system maintenance,
Identify and discuss the applications of positive
displacement pumps
Plan and prepare for compressor maintenance;

Explain compressors in accordance
with Fitting and Machining Theory -

Check compressor for compliance with operational
Maintain compressors

13323

SO 1, 4

N2

requirements. Determine faults, assess
requirements for repair and remove, replace and
set up compressors.
Perform routine maintenance on direct drives to
ensure operational integrity. This will include

Explain gear drives in accordance
with Fitting and Machining Theory -

monitoring, repairing and alignment of direct drives.
Maintain direct drives

13280

SO 1, 2

N2

They will understand the importance of maintaining
direct drives and how this is achieved. Plan and
prepare for direct drive maintenance, Prepare site
and equipment for direct drive maintenance
Plan and prepare for indirect drive maintenance.
Understanding the importance of maintenance of

Explain chain drives in
accordance with Fitting and

indirect drives and how it is achieved. This will
Maintain indirect drives

13216

SO 1

Machining Theory - N2

include a basic knowledge of drive systems,
repairing indirect drive components, alignment of
the drive and the use of tools and equipment to
maintain indirect drives.

Explain reduction gearboxes in
accordance with Fitting and

Maintain gearboxes

13325

SO 8

13321

SO 8

Machining Theory - N2
Explain hydraulics and pneumatics in
accordance with Fitting and
Machining Theory - N2

Maintain fluid power / pneumatic
systems
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Discuss and explain incidents and problems related
to gearbox maintenance
Discuss and explain incidents and problems related
to system maintenance

SKILLS AUDIT

THEORY
LEARNING ACTIVITIES

US TITLE
Operate and monitor a milling
machine

US ID

SO#

258678

EEK

13214

EEK

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Operate and monitor a drilling
machine to produce simple
Explain milling machines in

components

accordance with Fitting and

Produce components by

Machining Theory - N2

performing milling operations
Grind tools and drill bits
Conduct advanced milling
operations and methods

Be able to carry out milling machining operations

258718

with a range of accessories and tools
Able to carry out grinding operations to make and

13297

sharpen tools

258680
Briefly describe the advantages of using

Operate and monitor a lathe

mandrels and give examples of when they would

258679

be used; Explain why different clearance angles
are necessary on different lathe cutting tools

Explain the centre lathe in
accordance with Fitting and
Machining Theory - N2

Produce components by
performing turning operations
Grind tools and drill bits
Produce complex components
using lathes

25817

SO 2

13297

EEK

13314

EEK

Set lathe

Briefly describe the advantages of using
mandrels and give examples of when they would
be used. Explain why different clearance angles
are necessary on different lathe cutting tools
Explain surface grinding
machines in accordance with
Fitting and Machining Theory -

Describe the following uses of a fixed and
Operate and monitor a surface
grinding machine

258695

U/S EEK

travelling steady with practical applications,
where necessary, when:
•

N2

Supporting long work-pieces on a centre
lathe

•

Turning a long small-diameter shaft on a
centre lathe.

•

15

Supporting a square bar on a centre lathe.

OPERATOR DEVELOPMENT

MACHINE OPERATOR /
SETTER
DEVELOPMENT
TRAINING
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OPERATOR DEVELOPMENT
CTS has developed an Operator Developmental path that is specifically aimed at the previously disadvantaged
machine operators who were employed to be “push button” operators and to train them into technical operators in
order for them to take complete ownership of their machines. This program equips the operator with the
foundational knowledge that can be used as an enabler when the participant undergoes the machine-specific
training and thereby increases the machine life-span and increases production efficiencies. In the 21st century
consumers are more price-sensitive and as a result, brand-loyalty has been compromised. The need for trained
operators has increased to combat the ever-increasing competition in the market-place.
The Operator Developmental program consists of, but is not limited to, seven main steps culminating into three
registered merSETA accredited Skills Programs. The various phases of the Operator Developmental program are
illustrated as follows:

XT “Job Fit” Assessment
3hrs / group

Technical Assessment
1day / group

Engineering Upskilling
Course 15days
(those candidates who did
not perform well in the
technical assessment)

Starting Point

Process Operational
Training
5days/machine

Process Operational
Machine Specific
Post Assessments
5hrs / machine
May Include:

Issue of Operator
“License”

•
•
•
•
•
•

GMP
HACCP
Quality Control
5S
Problem Solving
Lean Manufacturing

Autonomous Maintenance
Machine Specific
Post Assessments
5hrs / machine
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Autonomous
Maintenance
Foundational Program
(generic engineering)
33days

Autonomous Maintenance
Machine Specific Training
5days / machine

OPERATOR DEVELOPMENT

Skills Program #1 Training
•Credit Value: 32
•Duration: 30days

Skills Program #2 Training
•Credit Value: 54
•Duration: 54days

Skills Gap
Program
#3 Training
Additional
Training
(if necessary)
•Credit Value: 29
•Gap training
identified through a pre-assessment process
•Duration:
29days

Section 28 Trade Test
•Application made with SETA
•Trade Test attempted
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Operator Status Levels
Every industry and company is faced with a very realistic challenge of their operators being at different levels of
education and skills and through history, more focus seems to be placed on training & developing those operators
at the higher education levels. However, this does not satisfy the National Skills Strategy for the country and is
deemed unfair for those uneducated operators to not receive any form of formal training.
CTS has since developed a strategy for companies to implement in order to provide an opportunity for the “lower
end” operators to receive some form of training at their specific levels of education. Herewith is the strategy that
CTS has developed which explains the various levels of operators that could possibly be ranked within an
organisation:

Level

Position

Learning Pathway
ABET Training
– Level 2

Level 0

Basic

NQF1

Operator

ABET Diagnostic
Assessment

ABET Training
– Level 1

Roles &
Responsibilities
defined

Safety in the
Workplace

GMP

ABET Training
– Level 3

Level 1

Process

NQF1/2

Operator

HACCP

Role as Operator
aligned to Job
Function

SOP Training
against specific
machinery

RPL Assessment
on Machine

19

OHS Act

OPERATOR DEVELOPMENT
Level

Position

Learning Pathway

Roles of Operator
& Artisan defined
to AM Function

Clean & Sanitise
Equipment

Threaded
Fasteners &
Locking Devices

Level 2

Intermediate

NQF2

Operator

Competency
Assessment against
Operational
Training

Measuring
Equipment

Introduction to
Autonomous
Maintenance

Basic Hand
Tools

Technical
Assessment – AM
Evaluation
Process
Operational
Training

ABET Training
– Level 4

One Point
Lesson

Quality
Control
Problem Solving
Techniques

Introduction to
TPM Steps 0-3

Level 3

Senior

NQF3

Operator

Introduction to
Operational &
AM Checklists

Conveyor
Systems

Basic
Pneumatic
Systems

Maintain
Bearings

Indirect
Drives

Lubrication
Systems
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Level

Position

Learning Pathway
AM Logbook
Signed off

Implementation
of Checklists
Perform Change –
Overs (Product &
Component)
AM Post
Assessment

Technical Operator
“License” Awarded
Level 4

Senior

NQF4

Operator

AM Training –
Machine Specific
Basic Electricity

Static Seals

Dynamic Seals

Direct Drives

Gearbox
Systems
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Technical Training Needs Analysis
Herewith is a breakdown of each of the phases that are illustrated in the introductory page for Operator
Development:
The technical training needs analysis phase is designed to identify the training needs of the participants in line with
the requirements of global technical operator requirements:
The tasks assessed are as follows:
•

Mechanical Comprehension Theory Test

•

Mechanical Insight Theory Test

•

Mathematical Reasoning Theory Test

•

Basic Hand Tools Identification Exercise

•

Basic Measuring Exercise

•

Basic Marking Off Exercise

•

Basic Hand Skills Exercise

•

Lubrication Exercise

•

Bearing Identification Exercise

•

Threaded Fasteners Identification Exercise

•

Conveyor Identification Exercise

All results are captured in a matrix and submitted to the client, for ease of reference and record purposes.
CTS believe that through this assessment process, there are many advantages, namely:
•

As a training provider it equips us with the knowledge where best to focus our training and experience on your
operators and business needs;

•

As customers it will ultimately save money as the operators will not be trained against outcomes that are either
unnecessary for the business or that the operator has been found competent on;

•

Can reduce overall training time scales according to the outcomes of the assessment ultimately saving money.
Total Duration:
1 day
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Mechanical Engineering Up-Skilling Program
This program is designed to develop basic engineering abilities to those who have little or no practical experience
and achieved a LOW SCORE from the technical training needs analysis, the tasks covered in this program are:

Engineering Measuring Tools (2days)
•Identify Tools
•Use Tools

Basic Hand Tools (2days)
•Identify Tools
•Safety of Tools
•Use Tools

Basic Marking Off (2days)
•Use Marking Off Tools
•Mark Off Exercise

Basic Handskills (8days)
•Filing & Hacksawing
•Drilling & Tapping

Re-assessment (1day)

Upon successful completion of the program, it is recommended that the participants re-do the technical training
needs analysis, to ensure that they are at an acceptable level in basic mechanical skills and knowledge to progress
further.
Total Duration:
14 days training
1 day re-assessment
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Machine Specific Operational Training
The Machine Operational Training conducted by Customised Training Specialists assists manufacturers to improve
their plants’ operational performance, brand integrity and manufacturing responsiveness. This is achieved through
consistent execution of unit/line operations, improved reliability and repeatability of equipment set-up.
The machine operational training is conducted through theory sessions, knowledge tests based on the theory
delivered, practical sessions on the machines controlled and supervised by the facilitator, followed by a practical
assessment on the machine.
The training is conducted on your specific machines and to suit your specific operational needs, the general training
covered is listed below, but is not limited to:
•

Lock-Out & Safety Procedures

•

Machine Overviews and Descriptions of Components

•

Pre-Start-Up Procedures

•

Start-Up Procedures

•

Production & Quality Control Tasks

•

Shut-Down Procedures

•

Change-Over (Product Only)

•

Cleaning, House-Keeping & 5S implementation

This method of training allows for all Best Operating Practices including safety to be included into the training.
This training then ensures that the operators can be held accountable for the operation and safety of the machine
and workers.
Total Duration:
Min of 5 days per machine, dependant on the intensity & complexity of the machines
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Autonomous Maintenance Program
The Autonomous Maintenance program consists of the following modules, reflecting what modules are covered in
which week. We advise that participants have a minimum education level of A.B.E.T. level 3, with numeracy &
literacy or Grade 7 (Standard 5) certificate, as all course material is in English.

Week #1

Week #2

Week #3

Registration & Overview of

Basic Hand Skills –

Cont. of Mechanical

A.M. Program

Marking Off, Filing,

Fasteners & Locking

(1day)

Hacksawing, Drilling &

Devices

Tapping

(1day)

Basic Hand Tools
(2days)

Intro to Mechanical
Fasteners & Locking
Devices

Engineering Measuring

(1day)

Maintain Lubricating
Systems
(2days)
Maintain Direct Drives

Equipment

(couplings & keys)

(2days)

(2days)

Week #4
Maintain Indirect Drives
(v-belts & chains)
(2days)
Maintain Bearings in
Machines/Equipment
(2days)

Intro to Maintain Gearbox
Systems
(1day)
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Week #5

Week #6

Week #7

Cont. of Maintain Gearbox

Maintain Basic Pneumatic

Perform Autonomous

Systems

Systems

Maintenance

(1day)

(3days)

(3days)

Maintain Conveyor
Systems
(1day)

Problem Solving &
Troubleshooting:

Maintain Static

•

Seals

5W’s + 1H

•

(1day)

Fishbone

•

PM Analysis

Lean Manufacturing
(2days)

Please Note:
All training will be conducted on site, provided the necessary facilities are available. If the facilities are not
available, then arrangements can be made to conduct the basic hand skills elements of the course elsewhere.
Total Duration:
33 days

The theory aspects of the course are conducted in a lecture room environment. Practical observations and
identification tasks are performed in the factory, on the actual machinery which the employees operate.
Although the First Line Maintenance Program is not a registered skills program, successful participants will be
issued a Certificate of Competence by CTS.
The program is designed using various key elements from various mechanical fitting unit standards which, if the
participant continues further through the skills programs, will reduce the training time required, as these elements
will have already been covered and assessed.
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OPERATOR DEVELOPMENT

Autonomous Maintenance Machine Specific Training
The Autonomous Maintenance Machine Specific Training Phase utilises the skills learnt through the Phase 1
Autonomous Maintenance program and allows the participant to directly apply these skills to their relevant
machines, thus creating ownership of machine to operator. Experience has shown that this has seen real dividends
to business.
By businesses utilising this particular training program allows for the business to develop a pool of skilled operators
that can be further developed without the need for the whole recruitment and selection process that is involved in
employing a skilled operator at this level and as a result saving the business the expense associated with this
process.
These modules included the following aspects:
•

Safety and Lock-Out Procedures;

•

Machine In-Feed;

•

Machine;

•

Machine Out-Feed;

•

Perform Daily Cleaning;

•

Perform Component Change-Over;

•

Perform Quality Control Tasks;

•

Perform Lubrication;

•

Perform Condition Monitoring

Total Duration:
Min of 5 days per machine, dependant on the intensity & complexity of the machines
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OPERATOR DEVELOPMENT

Operator / Setter “License”
The extent of these projects is vast and considered to be long term investments for all parties and stakeholders
concerned. The fruits of such projects will only become apparent once the operators start functioning as fully
autonomous Technical Operators, under the guidance and leadership of their own team-leaders and line
supervisors. CTS has embarked on a program of issuing Machine Operator / Setter Licenses (illustrated below)
to operators who have been trained, assessed and deemed competent to operate various machines in their
respective departments and on specific production lines in the factory. This also serves as a form of protection to
both employer and employee with regard to the safety policies that companies and employees need to adhere to.

Please Note:
The above Licence is not endorsed by any Seta or governing body but was developed and introduced by CTS
as an incentive scheme for machine operators / setters in a developing production environment
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OPERATOR DEVELOPMENT

Alignment of Autonomous Maintenance Program to TPM

Step7: Continuous
improvement

Step6: Workplace
Management &
Control

Step5: Autonomous
Inspection

Involves understanding
the various parts of the
machine

Step4: General
Inspection

Step3: Set-Up
Cleaning & Lubrication
Standards

Step2: Eliminate
Sources of
Contamination &
“Hard to Reach” Areas

Step1: Initial “Deep”
Cleaning of Machines

Involves AM Checklists
to be implemented

Involves understanding
how to clean and
lubricate

The use of the “One Point
Lesson”

Involves stripping parts
from the machine and
how to clean them

5S
Safety – Machine Lock-Out Procedure & Safe Working Procedures
Underpinning Knowledge – Autonomous Maintenance Training Program (Phase 1)
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OPERATOR DEVELOPMENT

Return-on-Investment Exercise
(Based on Brinkerhoff’s Theory)
Pre-Training line Stoppage Costs
Pre-Training Line Stoppage Costs

R768 000,00

Pre-Training Input Costs

R 11 027,20

TOTAL COSTS

R779 027,20

Training Details
Cost of Temporary Replacement Labour

R 96 912,00

Pre-Training Input Costs

R165 000,00

TOTAL COSTS

R261 912,00

Post-Training line Stoppage Costs
Post-Training Line Stoppage Costs

R432 000,00

Post-Training Input Costs

R 11 027,20

TOTAL COSTS

R438 202,80

Final Return On Investment
Total Reduction in Stoppages

R340 824,40

Training Cost and Temp Labour

R261 912,00

A POSITIVE RETURN ON INVESTMENT
TOTAL RETURN ON INVESTMENT

R78 912,40

Please Note:
The above ROI exercise was carried out in a high speed bottling environment where a group of six (6) PPC
operators were trained in certain Autonomous Maintenance modules over a four (4) month period
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SKILLS PROGRAM TRAINING

Skills Program 1: SP 0447/10-17: NQF2
“First Line Maintenance Assistant”
US

Unit Standard Title

Number
12477

13219
119744

Outcome

Credits

Identify engineering materials, their

Learners can identify the types, properties and common applications

characteristics and applications and

of

common metal tests used in engineering

understanding of common testing and treatment procedures.

Maintain static seals in machines and/or

Learners are able to identify types of static seals, select for specific

equipment

use, replace, and test static seals used in machines and equipment.

Select, use and care for engineering hand

Learners can select, safely use and maintain a range of engineering

tools

hand tools used for shaping, cutting and assembly.

ferrous

and

non-ferrous

metals

and

demonstrate

an

4

4
8

Learners can identify units of measure commonly accepted within
12476

Select, use and care for engineering

the engineering industry, identify correct symbols and select, safely

measuring equipment

use and maintain a range of engineering measuring equipment,

4

including rulers, tape measures, verniers & micrometers
Learners will be able to plan and prepare job cards and sequencing
13221

Perform Routine Maintenance

activities, monitor condition of machinery and equipment, perform
Routine Maintenance, clean, replenish and lubricate machines and

8

apply quality checks on completed work
Learners can sling loads safely before allowing load-moving
equipment to remove / move the load; understand the importance
of applying safe slinging techniques and how it is achieved; basic
12481

Sling loads

knowledge of weight determining, determining what load slinging

4

equipment is required, lashing the load, attaching the load to the
selected lifting equipment and signalling the lifting equipment
operator.
32

Total Duration:
+/- 30 days but can be reduced through integrated assessments being conducted
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SKILLS PROGRAM TRAINING

Skills Program 2: SP 0446/10-17: NQF3
“Pumps & Conveyors Maintenance Assistant”
US

Unit Standard

Number

Title

Outcome

Credits

Learners are able to identify a range of bearings and their
13283

Maintain bearings in machines and

application in machinery and equipment; able to check bearings,

equipment

determine faults, assess requirements for repair, and remove and

8

replace bearings.
Learners can perform maintenance on indirect drives to ensure
13216
(NQF2)

operational integrity; importance of maintenance of indirect drives
Maintain indirect drives

and how it is achieved; basic knowledge of drive systems, repairing

6

indirect drive components, alignment of the drive and the use of
tools and equipment to maintain indirect drives.
Learners are able to identify a range of conveyor systems and their

253475

Maintain conveyor systems

application; inspect conveyor systems, determine faults, assess
requirements for repair, and remove, replace and set up conveyor

6

systems.
Learners can perform routine maintenance on direct drives to ensure
13280

Maintain direct drives

operational integrity; monitoring, repairing and alignment of direct
drives; importance of maintaining direct drives and how this is

6

achieved.
Learners are able to identify various types of lubricating systems,
13277

Maintain lubricating systems

ascertain the operations of each and inspect, test and repair

4

lubricating systems.
Learners are able to identify centrifugal pumps and their application,
253391

Maintain centrifugal pumps

plan & prepare for pump maintenance, maintain, repair, remove &

14

install centrifugal pumps, maintain and care for tools & equipment
Upon completion of this module, learners are able to identify positive
253497

Maintain positive

displacement pumps and their application, plan & prepare for pump

displacement pumps

maintenance,

maintain,

repair,

remove

&

install

positive

10

displacement pumps, maintain and care for tools & equipment
54

Total Duration:
+/- 54 days but can be reduced through integrated assessments being conducted
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SKILLS PROGRAM TRAINING

Skills Program 3: SP 0445/10-17: NQF4
“Fluid Power Maintenance Assistant”
Unit Standard

Unit Standard

Number

Title

Outcome

Credits

Learners can identify and discuss a range of hydraulic systems and
253415

Maintain hydraulic systems

their applications, plan and prepare for hydraulic maintenance,
maintain, remove & install hydraulic systems, maintain and care for

8

tools & equipment
Learners can identify and discuss a range of pneumatic systems and
253361

Maintain pneumatic systems

their applications, plan and prepare for pneumatic maintenance,
maintain pneumatic systems, maintain and care for tools &

8

equipment
13279

Maintain dynamic seals in
machines and/or equipment

Learners are able to identify types of dynamic seals, select for
specific use, install and test dynamic seals used in machines and

3

equipment.
Learners are able to inspect gearboxes, determine faults, assess

13325

Maintain gearboxes

requirements for repair, and remove, replace and set up parts and

10

components.
29

Total Duration:
+/- 29 days but can be reduced through integrated assessments being conducted
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SKILLS PROGRAM TRAINING

Skills Program 4: SP 0638/12-17: NQF2
“Safe Use of Workshop Tools”
Unit Standard

Unit Standard

Number

Title

119744

Outcome

Select, use and care for

Learners can select, safely use and maintain a range of engineering

engineering hand tools

hand tools used for shaping, cutting and assembly.

Credits
8

Learners can identify units of measure commonly accepted within
12476

Select, use and care for

the engineering industry, identify correct symbols and select, safely

engineering measuring equipment

use and maintain a range of engineering measuring equipment,

4

including rulers, tape measures, verniers & micrometres
Learners can read, interpret basic engineering drawings to be able
12215

Read, interpret and produce basic
engineering drawings

to select components to be manufactured or assembled and produce
freehand sketches and basic drawings using isometric, oblique and

6

orthographic projection, including hidden detail and single plane
sectional views

13220

Keep the work area safe and
productive

Learners can keep their work area safe and productive when
carrying out their work duties. They can demonstrate an

8

understanding of safety requirements, procedures and equipment.
26

Total Duration:
+/- 26 days but can be reduced through integrated assessments being conducted
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SKILLS PROGRAM TRAINING

Skills Program 5: SP 0701/12-17: NQF2
“Basic Machining in Manufacturing”
Unit Standard

Unit Standard

Number

Title

12481

Sling Loads

Operate and monitor a milling
13204

Outcome
•

Plan and prepare for load slinging activity.

•

Prepare site and equipment for load slinging

•

Sling load

•

Prepare for work activity

•

Work safely with care for self, fellow workers, machines,

machine to produce simple
components

equipment, materials and environment
•

Credits

4

12

Recognise and report problems, changes and/or malfunctions
while operating

13205

13214

13215

119744

•

Prepare for work activity

•

Set lathe

•

Perform turning operations

Operate and monitor a drilling

•

Prepare for work activity

machine to produce simple

•

Set drilling machine

components

•

Perform drilling operations

Operate and monitor a surface

•

Set grinding machine

grinding machine to produce

•

Perform grinding operations

simple components

•

Apply quality checks on machined component

Operate and monitor a lathe to
produce simple components

•

Select and use engineering hand tools

Select, use and care for

•

Care for and maintain engineering hand tools

engineering hand tools

•

Work safely with due care for self, fellow workers, equipment,

12

6

8

8

materials and the environment
•
12215

12219

12476

Read, interpret and produce basic
engineering drawings

Select, use and care for
engineering power tools
Select, use and care for
engineering measuring equipment

Discuss and explain basic engineering drawing concepts and
material lists

•

Interpret basic engineering drawings

•

Produce drawing

•

Select and use engineering power tools

•

Care for and maintain engineering power tools

•

Check on power supply connections to equipment

•

Explain and discuss basic units of measure and symbols

•

Select and use engineering measuring equipment

•

Care for and maintain measuring equipment

6

6

4
66

Total Duration:
+/- 45 days but can be reduced through integrated assessments being conducted
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SKILLS PROGRAM TRAINING

Skills Program 6: SP 0304/09-17: NQF2
“Mechanical Workshop Assistant-Part 1”
Unit Standard

Unit Standard

Number

Title
Operate and monitor a milling

13204

Outcome
•

Prepare for work activity

•

Work safely with care for self, fellow workers, machines,

machine to produce simple
components

equipment, materials and environment
•

Credits

12

Recognise and report problems, changes and/or malfunctions
while operating

13205

13214

119744

•

Prepare for work activity

•

Set lathe

•

Perform turning operations

Operate and monitor a drilling

•

Prepare for work activity

machine to produce simple

•

Set drilling machine

components

•

Perform drilling operations

Operate and monitor a lathe to
produce simple components

•

Select and use engineering hand tools

Select, use and care for

•

Care for and maintain engineering hand tools

engineering hand tools

•

Work safely with due care for self, fellow workers, equipment,

12

6

8

materials and the environment
12219

12476

13219

9881

Select, use and care for
engineering power tools
Select, use and care for
engineering measuring equipment
Maintain static seals in machines
and/or equipment
Mark off basic regular engineering
shapes

•

Select and use engineering power tools

•

Care for and maintain engineering power tools

•

Check on power supply connections to equipment

•

Explain and discuss basic units of measure and symbols

•

Select and use engineering measuring equipment

•

Care for and maintain measuring equipment

•

Plan and prepare for seal replacement

•

Prepare sit and equipment for seal replacement

•

Maintain static seals

•

Plan and prepare materials and equipment for marking off

•

Mark off materials using templates

•

Apply quality checks on completed work

6

4

4

6
58

Total Duration:
+/- 40 days but can be reduced through integrated assessments being conducted
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SKILLS PROGRAM TRAINING

Skills Program 7: SP 0576/11-17: NQF2
“Mechanical Workshop Assistant-Part 2”
Unit Standard

Unit Standard

Number

Title

12481

13214

244688

Outcome
•

Plan and prepare for load slinging activity

•

Prepare site and equipment for load slinging

•

Sling load

Operate and monitor a drilling

•

Prepare for work activity

machine to produce simple

•

Set drilling machine

components

•

Perform drilling operations

•

Measure thread pitch

•

Measure the size of a connector

•

Determine sealing method of connector

•

Demonstrate understanding of the different types of hydraulic

Sling loads

Identify hose and fluid power
components

Credits

4

6

3

components and their application
244690

Demonstrate basic knowledge of

•

hydraulic components

Demonstrate knowledge of hydraulic circuit diagrams and
symbols

•

3

Describe the effect of various adjustments on fluid power
components

244691

Demonstrate basic knowledge of
pneumatic components

•

Explain the operation of basic air service components

•

Explain the operation of pneumatic valves

•

Explain the operation of pneumatic actuators

•

Identify and discuss the applications of pipe hangers and

3

supports
253474

Install pipe hangers and supports

•

Plan and prepare for the installation of pipe hangers and

4

supports

119744

•

Maintain pipe hangers and supports

•

Select and use engineering hand tools

Select, use and care for

•

Care for and maintain engineering hand tools

engineering hand tools

•

Work safely with due care for self, fellow workers, equipment,

8

materials and the environment
12219

13219

13221

Select, use and care for
engineering power tools
Maintain static seals in machines
and/or equipment

Perform routine maintenance

•

Select and use engineering power tools

•

Care for and maintain engineering power tools

•

Check on power supply connections to equipment

•

Plan and prepare for seal replacement

•

Prepare sit and equipment for seal replacement

•

Maintain static seals

•

Plan and prepare for routine maintenance

•

Monitor the condition of machinery and equipment

•

Perform routine maintenance

6

4

8
49

Total Duration:
+/- 34 days but can be reduced through integrated assessments being conducted
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SKILLS PROGRAM TRAINING
Skills Program 8: SP 0627/11-17: NQF2
“Tool Room Assistant”
Unit Standard

Unit Standard

Number

Title

116932
119753
12463

13214

Outcome

Operate a personal computer

•

Change the configuration of personal computer

system

•

Use personal computer operating system functions

Perform basic welding/joining of

•

Prepare for work activity

metals

•

Apply quality checks on completed weld/joint

Understand and deal with

•

Explain and discuss HIV/AIDS facts and figures

HIV/AIDS

•

Identify behaviours that may create a risk of HIV transmission

Operate and monitor a drilling

•

Set drilling machine

machine to produce simple

•

Perform drilling operations

•

Demonstrate knowledge of hydraulic circuit diagrams and

Credits
3
8
3

6

components

244690

Demonstrate basic knowledge of
hydraulic components

symbols
•

Describe the effect of various adjustments on fluid power

3

components
9322
119744
12215
12219

12466

12476

12477

•

Discuss and explain individual and team performance

•

Participate in meetings

Select, use and care for

•

Select and use engineering hand tools

engineering hand tools

•

Care for and maintain engineering hand tools

Read, interpret and produce basic

•

Interpret basic engineering drawings

engineering drawings

•

Produce drawing

Select, use and care for

•

Select and use engineering power tools

engineering power tools

•

Care for and maintain engineering power tools

•

Discuss the rights of an employee within the workplace

•

Identify and explain the structures, culture and procedures and

Work in a team

Explain the individual’s role within
business

3
8
6
6

4

concepts within an organisation

Select, use and care for

•

Explain and discuss basic units of measure and symbols

engineering measuring equipment

•

Select and use engineering measuring equipment

Identify engineering materials, their

•

Identify materials used in common engineering applications

characteristics and applications

•

Discuss the physical properties of engineering materials used

and common metal tests used in

in common engineering applications

4

4

engineering
•
13220

Keep the work area safe and
productive

Discuss and explain the purpose of safety equipment and
procedures

•

Identify and explain the purpose of demarcated areas,

8

emergency stops, exits and first aid stations
9881

Mark off basic regular engineering

•

Plan and prepare materials and equipment for marking off

shapes

•

Mark off materials using templates

6
72

Total Duration:
+/- 50 days but can be reduced through integrated assessments being conducted
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SKILLS PROGRAM TRAINING
Skills Program 9: 09SP000250402503/0: NQF3
“CCP Control”
Unit Standard

Unit Standard

Number

Title

Outcome
•

Credits

Demonstrate an understanding of the relevant quality control
and quality assurance system for a food or sensitive consumer
product operation

119802

Perform Quality Control Practices

•

Measure and record quality control practices in a food or

6

sensitive consumer product operation
•

Report on quality in a food or sensitive consumer product
operation

•
Demonstrate an understanding of
120235

the concept of microbiology in a
food handling environment

Demonstrate an understanding of the concept of microorganisms in a food handling environment

•

Demonstrate an understanding of the growth and reproduction
of micro-organisms in a food handling environment

•

6

Identify good manufacturing practices to control microbiological
contamination during food handling

Monitor Critical Control Points
120239

(CCP’s) as an integral part of a
hazard analysis critical control
point (HACCP) system

Understanding of basic machine
12315

operations in a manufacturing and
or packaging environment

•

Demonstrate an understanding of a CCP in a food handling
environment

•

Monitor and record a CCP

•

Take action when a non-conformance is detected against the

6

critical limits of a CCP
•

Demonstrate an understanding of machine inputs and outputs

•

Demonstrate an understanding of the start-up procedures of a
process machine

•

Demonstrate an understanding of adjustments made to a
process machine while in operation

•

7

Demonstrate an understanding of the shut-down procedures of
process machine

•

Demonstrate an understanding of production documentation
25

Total Duration:
+/- 23 days but can be reduced through integrated assessments being conducted
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Skills Program 10: 09SP000336030143/0: NQF3
“Fundamentals Mathematics”
Unit Standard

Unit Standard

Number

Title

Outcome
•

Use mathematics to investigate
7456

and monitor the financial aspect of

Use mathematics to plan and control personal and/or
household budgets and income and expenditure

•

Use simple and compound interest to make sense of and
define a variety of situations including investments, stokvels,

personal, business and national
issues

Credits

5

inflation, appreciation and depreciation
•

Investigate various aspects of financial transactions including
costs, prices, revenue, cost price, selling price, loss and profit

Investigate life and work related
9012

•

Pose questions, collect and organise data

•

Represent and interpret data using various techniques to

problems using data and
probabilities

investigate real life and work problems
•

5

Use random events to explore and apply probability concepts in
simple life and work related situations

Describe, apply, analyse and
9013

calculate shape and motion in 2and 3-dimentional space in
different contexts

•

Measure, estimate, and calculate physical quantities in practical
situations relevant to the adult in life or the workplace

•

Explore describe and represent, interpret and justify

4

geometrical relationships and conjectures to solve problems in
two and three dimensional geometrical situations
14

Total Duration:
+/- 11 days but can be reduced through integrated assessments being conducted
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Skills Program 11: 09SP000336030143/0: NQF3
“Fundamentals Communication”
Unit Standard

Unit Standard

Number

Title

Outcome
•

Credits

Use a range of reading and viewing strategies to understand
the literal meaning of specific texts

119457

Interpret and use information from
texts

•

Use strategies for extracting implicit messages in texts

•

Respond to selected texts in a manner appropriate to the

5

context
•

Explore and explain how language structures and features may
influence a reader/viewer

119465

Write/Present/Sign Texts for a
Range of Communicative Contexts

•

Write/sign for a specified audience and purpose

•

Use language structures and features to produce coherent and
cohesive texts for a wide range of contexts

•

5

Draft own writing/signing and edit to improve clarity and
correctness

119467

•

Access and use suitable learning resources

•

Use learning strategies

Use language and

•

Manage occupational learning programme materials

communications in occupational

•

Conduct basic research, analyse and present findings

learning programmes

•

Function in a team

•

Reflect on how characteristics of the workplace and

5

occupational context affect learning
Accommodate audience and
119472

context needs in oral/signed
communication

•

Interact successfully in oral/signed communication

•

Use strategies that capture and retain the interest of an
audience

•

5

Identify and respond to manipulative use of language
20

Total Duration:
+/- 17 days but can be reduced through integrated assessments being
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Skills Program 12: 09SP000399030183/0: NQF3
“Quality Principles”
Unit Standard

Unit Standard

Number

Title

Outcome
•

Demonstrate an understanding of
120235

the concept of microbiology in a
food handling environment

Credits

Demonstrate an understanding of the concept of microorganisms in a food handling environment

•

Demonstrate an understanding of the growth and reproduction
of micro-organisms in a food handling environment

•

6

Identify good manufacturing practices to control microbiological
contamination during food handling

•

Demonstrate an understanding of the relevant quality control
and quality assurance system for a food or sensitive consumer

Perform quality control practices in
119802

a food or sensitive consumer

product operation
•

product operation

Measure and record quality control practices in a food or

6

sensitive consumer product operation
•

Report on quality in a food or sensitive consumer product
operation

Monitor critical control points
120239

(CCP’s) as an integral part of a
hazard analysis critical control
point (HACCP) system

•

Demonstrate an understanding of a CCP in a food handling
environment

•

Monitor and record a CCP

•

Take action when a non-conformance is detected against the

6

critical limits of a CCP
18

Total Duration:
+/- 14 days but can be reduced through integrated assessments being
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Skills Program 13: 09SP000397030233/0: NQF3
“Basic Machine Operations”
Unit Standard

Unit Standard

Number

Title

Outcome
•

Credits

Distinguishing between problems, challenges and matters
requiring a decision

Apply problem-solving techniques
114952

•

to make a decision or solve a
problem in a real life context

Investigating techniques for solving problems and making
decisions

•

Identifying a problem in a real life situation

•

Applying a problem solving process or technique to propose a

2

solution or make a decision
•
9913

engineering industry and the automotive component

Perform first line maintenance

manufacturing industry
•

This machinery is either/or electrical/mechanical

•

Demonstrate an understanding of machine inputs and outputs

•

Demonstrate an understanding of the start-up procedures of a

Demonstrate an understanding of
12315

basic machine operations in a

14

process machine
•

manufacturing and/ or packaging
environment

Manufacturing machinery and equipment within the metal and

Demonstrate an understanding of adjustments made to a
process machine while in operation

•

7

Demonstrate an understanding of the shut-down procedures of
process machine

•

Demonstrate an understanding of production documentation
23

Total Duration:
+/- 17 days but can be reduced through integrated assessments being
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Skills Program 14: 09SP000437050273/0: NQF3
“Good Manufacturing Practices in Quality Control”
US

Unit Standard Title

Number

Outcome
•

Credits

Distinguishing between problems, challenges and matters requiring
a decision.

Apply Problem Solving Techniques to make a
244677

•

Decision or Solve a Problem in a Real Life
Context

Investigating

techniques

for

solving

problems

and

making

decisions.
•

Identifying a problem in a real life situation.

•

Applying a problem solving process or technique to propose a

2

solution or make a decision.
•
Demonstrate an understanding of food or
9042

practices and procedures in a food or beverage manufacturing

beverage safety practices and procedures in
the food or beverage manufacturing

environment.
•

environment

Demonstrate an understanding of the concept
120235

of microbiology in a food handling
environment

Demonstrate an understanding of food or beverage safety

Identify critical control points or HACCP`s in a food or beverage

7

manufacturing environment,
•

Identify good manufacturing practices.

•

Demonstrate an understanding of the concept of micro-organisms
in a food handling environment.

•

Demonstrate an understanding of the growth and reproduction of
micro-organisms in a food handling environment.

•

6

Identify good manufacturing practices to control microbiological
contamination during food handling.

•
Monitor critical control points (CCPs) as an
120239

Demonstrate an understanding of a CCP in a food handling
environment.

integral part of a hazard analysis critical

•

Monitor and record a CCP.

control point (HACCP) system

•

Take action when a non-conformance is detected against the

6

critical limits of a CCP.
•

Demonstrate an understanding of the relevant quality control and
quality assurance system for a food or sensitive consumer product

119802

Perform quality control practices in a food or
sensitive consumer product operation

operation.
•

Measure and record quality control practices in a food or sensitive

6

consumer product operation.
•

Report on quality in a food or sensitive consumer product
operation.
27

Total Duration:
+/- 25 days but can be reduced through integrated assessments being conducted
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APPRENTICE TRAINING

APPRENTICE
TRAINING

45

APPRENTICE TRAINING

Overview
As a service provider, CTS is able to administer and project manage apprentice development, for the below listed
trades, through close networking and partnering with other training providers:
•

Mechanical Fitting

•

Electrical & PLC’s

•

Millwright

•

Automotive (project managed on behalf of client)

•

Boiler making (project managed on behalf of client)

•

Welding & Boilermaking (project managed on behalf of client)

Some of the Apprenticeship training can be conducted on-site, provided the necessary and relevant facilities and
equipment is available to do so and provided that the workplace has accreditation status by the relevant SETA.
On-site training does minimize the company’s logistical costs and allows you, the client, to be proactive in the
training by giving you the ability to obtain immediate feedback from the facilitator regarding the apprentice's
progression as well as monitor the progress of the training on-site. There are two main routes that apprentices can
follow in order to become qualified artisans, these are:

merSETA
Logbook
Route

NQF2 to NQF4
Route

Trade
Test
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Time Scales:
merSETA Logbook Route:
•

+/- 57 weeks (should apprentice have an N2 Qualification)

•

+/- 80 weeks (without an N2 Qualification)

NQF2 to NQF4 Learnership Route:
•

+/- 118 weeks (main difference being the inclusion of Fundamentals)

Note:
Both routes now require a Trade Test to be conducted in order to become a qualified artisan

It is always suggested that rather than complete all theoretical aspects pertaining to that phase then go back into
the plant to obtain the practical experience, that upon completion of each individual module a practical is completed
and assessed. On completion of that particular phase the apprentice would then go back into the plant to gain
additional practical industry-related experience, which gives you, the client the confidence of knowing that the
apprentices have been found competent in a simulated environment.
The time scale involved for this approach is approximately 131 weeks. This extra time is because we have built into
the plan additional practical experience that we believe is essential in order to develop and achieve the best
possible artisan. Whichever route you decide to go, the apprentice will receive a logbook, which details all the
modules covered and signed off.
Project plans can be developed for these various scenarios and details of the various modules covered can be
made available to you upon request.
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Rescinding of Apprentices
Herewith is the procedure to be followed when rescinding an apprentice from the system, as approved by the
merSETA:
Scenario #1: Mutual Agreement:
•

A resignation letter to be drawn up by the apprentice and submitted to the HR department of the company

•

A section 24A form needs to be completed and signed by both parties; ie: company & apprentice

•

Section 24A form to be submitted to merSETA and await further procedural instructions

Scenario #2: Apprentice failed Level 1, Fraud, Theft, Intoxication, Gross Misconduct, etc:
•

A section 24B form needs to be completed and signed by both parties; ie: company & apprentice

•

Section 24B form to be submitted to merSETA and await further procedural instructions

•

Evidence of trying to resolve / remedy the issues pertaining to the apprentice to be submitted to merSETA for
perusal

•

merSETA review committee to investigate and decide on outcome and to feedback to company
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The following Artisan Development training courses are offered for developing artisans:
A. Mechanical
1.

Technical Training Needs Analysis Assessment

2. Advanced Pneumatics
3. Advanced Hydraulics
4. Advanced Lifting Equipment
B. Electrical
1.

Technical Training Needs Analysis Assessment

2. Industrial Electrical Course #1 (Including Trade Test preparation)
3. Industrial Electrical Course #2 (Excluding Trade Test preparation)
4. AC/DC Drives
5. Basic Electrical (Introduction)
6. Process Maintenance Course
C. Millwright
1.

Electrical to Millwright Conversion: Level 1 to 3

2. Fitter to Millwright Conversion: Level 1 to 3
D. PLC’s
1.

Technical Training Needs Analysis Assessment

2. Basic & Advanced PLC’s
3. Electro-pneumatics
4. Automation Design
E. Welding
1.

Basic, Intermediate & Advanced

2. GTAW, SMAW to ASME(ix) Coding Level
3. Gas Cutting & Gas Welding
4. Equipment Handling
5. Welding, Safety & Induction
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F. Automotive
1.

Technical Training Needs Analysis Assessment

2. Artisan Refresher Course
3. Pre-Trade Test – Diesel
4. Pre-Trade Test – Petrol
5. RSA Module 1 & 2
6. RSA Module 3
7. Basic Wheel Alignment
8. Wheel Balancing

Note:
Course contents for the above courses are available upon request
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Definition of “Artisan RPL”:

“Artisan RPL, previously known as Section 28 and now called Section 26D, allows for experienced artisan
assistants, skilled maintenance workers and acting artisans, who possess no formal proof of qualifications in
the mechanical trade attempt a national trade test”.
CTS offer skills development courses for experienced artisan assistants, maintenance workers and acting artisans
that have not conducted their trade test but would like to become qualified artisans, through the following process:

Conduct a Technical Training
Needs Analysis

Identify gaps required
for training

Prepare the candidate for
a trade test

Train the gaps

Herewith are the requirements to qualify for Artisan RPL (recognition of prior learning) Trade Test:
A. Minimum three (3) years relevant work experience within South Africa and N2 four subjects certificate or equivalent
qualification including relevant trade theory, or
B. Minimum three (3) years relevant work experience within South Africa and Relevant Engineering NC(V)
NQF level 3, or
C. Minimum three (3) years relevant work experience within South Africa and Technical Grade 12 with Maths,
Engineering Science and related theory subject, or
D. Minimum Eighteen (18) months relevant work experience within South Africa, completed of all relevant work
experience modules and Relevant Engineering NC(V) NQF level 4, or
E. Minimum Eighteen (18) months relevant work experience within South Africa and relevant (directly related to the trade
theory subjects) N6 certificate or National Technical Diploma (S and N Stream), or
F. Minimum four (4) years’ work experience within South Africa with Grade 9 (Standard 7), or
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G. Successful completion of merSETA registered NQF Level 2, 3 and 4 trade related Learnerships with minimum two (2)
years, inclusive of the institutional and workplace components, or
H. Former apprentice who has met the Section 13 trade test requirements and their contract got rescinded before
qualifying as an artisan, or
I.

Former apprentice under Section 13 terminated before they could qualify for trade test, and either have proven
eligibility for Artisan RPL (Recognition of Prior Learning) trade test based on acquired skills from the formal training
part under Section 13, or have undergone additional approved training to meet the requirement.

Documents required with this application (certified by the commissioner of oath):
1. Clear originally certified copy of Identity Document
2. Originally certified copy of highest school qualification
3. Original or originally certified service letter on a company letter head as proof of experience within South Africa with
detailed daily duties, start date and signed off by the duly authorised person, or an affidavit (SAPS) may be accepted
with the details (addresses, telephone number and references in case the company has closed down or company
refusing to issue the letter or applicant being operating in informal businesses)
4. The applicant must undergo pre-test assessment. The evaluation will be investigated and verified by the Quality
Assuror
5. Where applicable, originally certified copy of a valid work permit

Special Notes:
•

A candidate, who attempted a trade test and passed at least 50% of the number of tasks given, will be given
credits for those tasks. The credits accumulated will be retained by the candidate for a maximum of 3 attempts or
18 months from the date of successful completion of the trade task whichever comes first

•

A period of at least one-month must lapse before a 2nd attempt at a trade test may be undertaken

•

The merSETA will communicate the outcome of the application directly with the applicant and not third party

•

Applicant must not be registered on an apprenticeship or Learnership

•

An arrangement may be made for merSETA to pay for the trade test fee for unemployed candidates

•

A pre-assessment may be recommended whereby the cost will be borne by the employer or candidate

•

Relevant work experience means according to training schedules for the trade
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Overview
CTS has developed a Focus Driven Maintenance Program aimed at team leaders and artisans and consists of 8
unit standards in total. The aim of the program is to equip the participants with the skills to improve the efficiency of
the

business

as

well

as

bridging

the

communications

gap

between

production

departments

and

maintenance/engineering departments.
Participants in this program will be able to:
•

Produce a visual report defining predictive maintenance requirements/plan for all machinery;

•

Take ownership of the plan by all parties, by having involvement of both maintenance & production staff;

•

Accountability to management.

The graphic below illustrates the overall F.D.M. Program and how the various modules are interlinked and following
that, is a brief overview and description for each module covered:

STEP 1

US119462: Engage in sustained
oral/signed communication and
evaluate spoken/signed texts

US110023: Present Information in
a report format

US7818: Conduct on-the job
Coaching

US9015: Apply knowledge of
statistics and probability

STEP 3

STEP 2

US9895: Coordinate

Machine Specific

predictive and preventive

F.L.M. Training

maintenance

US114978: Use a word processor
(MS Word)

US119463: Use a spread sheet
(MS Excel)

US116930: Use a presentation
package (MS PowerPoint)
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1. Engage in sustained oral/signed communication:
Participants, on completion of this module, will be able to:
•

Respond critically yet sensitively as a listener/audience;

•

Analyse own responses to spoken/signed texts and adjust as required;

•

Use strategies to be an effective speaker/signer in sustained oral/signed interactions;

•

Evaluate spoken/signed discourse.

2. Present Information in a Report Format
Participants, on completion of this module, will be able to:
•

Relate the purpose, content, form, frequency and recipients of a range of reports to the information needs of a
business;

•

Identifying information sources and organisational procedures for obtaining and distributing information relevant
to a selected business function;

•

Compiling reports related to a selected business function, ensuring content and format are appropriate to
information

requirements

and

that

reporting

deadlines

are

duly

met.

Liaising with relevant parties and verifying that reported information is in accordance with company
requirements and purpose of the report.

3. Apply Knowledge of Statistics and Probability
Participants, on completion of this module, will be able to:
•

Evaluate and use techniques for collecting, organising and representing data;

•

Use theoretical and experimental probability to develop models, make predictions and study problems

•

Critically interrogate and use probability and statistical models in problem solving and decision making in realworld situations.

4. Conduct On-the-Job Coaching
Training and development is frequently entrusted to a facilitator in the classroom. Transferring these classroom
experiences to the workplace is often where training fails. Coaching structures and skills empower the manager to
reinforce and implement classroom training in the workplace. Realising that coaching is firstly about a particular set
of attitudes and then about a particular set of skills and techniques. The course awakens a passion for growth and
development and fosters a desire to inspire other people to break the barriers to increased performance.
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Participants, on completion of this course, will be able to:
•

Describe the basic principles of training;

•

Explain the importance of questioning techniques and give examples of questions;

•

Distinguish the concepts of Coaching and training from each other;

•

Describe alternative arrangements for Coaching;

•

Identify the need for Coaching through discussions with the person to be coached;

•

Arrange a specific time and place for the Coaching session and prepare for it;

•

Communicate theory and knowledge associated with the Coaching session;

•

Complete the Coaching session;

•

Give honest feedback and encourage the Learner to ask questions;

•

Monitor the on-going progress and give on-going feedback in the workplace;

•

Identify possible problems that may occur in relation to Coaching;

•

Develop a plan for individual Coaching, taking the needs of the team into account.

5. Use MS Word, MS Excel and MS PowerPoint
Participants, on completion of these modules, will be able to:
MS Word
•

Demonstrate the basic functions of a word processing package;

•

Managing files in a word processing package;

•

Create a document using a word processing package;

•

Editing and presenting a document.

MS Excel
•

Create and edit a graph/chart;

•

Load data from an external data source to produce a given spread sheet result;

•

Insert and edit objects in a spread sheet.

MS PowerPoint
•

Create a graph in a presentation;

•

Create an organisational chart in a presentation;

•

Create a drawing in a presentation;

•

Import images into a presentation;

•

Images and objects are manipulated in presentation;

•

Animation effects and transitions are applied or added to a presentation;

•

Master Slides are customised within a presentation.
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6. Co-ordinate Predictive and Preventive Maintenance
Participants, on completion of this module, will be able to:
•

Goals and benefits of predictive and preventive maintenance are clearly communicated

•

Develop a maintenance schedule and document the outcomes of scheduled maintenance

•

Inform production personnel about the benefits of predictive and preventive maintenance

•

Schedule and tasks associated with repair and maintenance of equipment agreed to by all parties

•

Consult with maintenance and production personnel to schedule repair and maintenance requirements and any
scheduling conflicts resolved

•

Schedule priorities determined according to company procedures considering production needs, output and
critical equipment

•

Maintenance schedule sufficiently flexible to include fall back plans if tasks take longer and fill in work if tasks
are shorter than expected

•

Explain and discuss procedures followed to develop a maintenance schedule

•

Explain strategies for scheduling maintenance with minimal disruption to production process

•

Explain strategies to coach production personnel on the benefits of predictive and preventive maintenance
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Technical Short Courses
1.

Basic Electronics:

•

Understanding the fundamentals and the workings of different Electronic components related to industry:

•

o

Capacitors

o

Rectifiers

o

Resistors

o

LED’s

o

Diodes

Soldering different electronic components together, powering it up and observing its behaviour

2. Basic Handyman Course:
•

•

Electrical:
o

make up an extension cable & lead-light

o

replace a light bulb

Grinding:
o

•

Handskills:
o

•

use a pedestal and angle grinding machine
perform a handskills task, including marking off

Identification:
o

identify basic hand tools, basic welding tools / equipment, power tools & scaffolding tools /
equipment

•

Lubrication:
o

•

Welding:
o

•

perform a basic painting task

Portable Tools:
o

•

replace filters on an air-conditioning unit

Painting:
o

•

Perform a concrete mixing task

Air-conditioning:
o

•

perform a butt weld

Concrete Mixing:
o

•

use an oil can and grease gun

use a portable drilling machine and jig saw machine

Scaffolding:
o

Perform safe working practices when using scaffolding
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3. Industry Specific Lock-out Procedure Training
4. Welder Training:
•

Basic Welding

•

Intermediate Welding

•

Advanced Welding

•

GTAW SMAW To (ASME IX) Coding level

•

Hand Tools, Power Tools, Basic rigging, Gas cutting and Gas Welding

•

Safety and induction (Company Specific)

•

Equipment handling for semi-skilled artisans

•

On-site training and assessments

•

On and off-site refresher courses for artisans, semi-skilled workers and general assistants

•

Specific tailor-made to suit individual client’s needs

5. Keep the work area safe and productive:
Learners can keep their work area safe and productive when carrying out their work duties. They can demonstrate
an understanding of safety requirements, procedures and equipment.
6. Engineering materials:
Learners can identify the types, properties and common applications of ferrous and non-ferrous metals and
demonstrate an understanding of common testing and treatment procedures.
7. Maintain static seals in machines and/or equipment:
Learners are able to identify types of static seals, select for specific use, replace, and test static seals used in
machines and equipment.
8. Read, interpret and produce basic engineering drawings:
Learners can read, interpret basic engineering drawings to be able to select components to be manufactured or
assembled and produce freehand sketches and basic drawings using isometric, oblique and orthographic
projection, including hidden detail and single plane sectional views
9. Select, use and care for engineering hand tools:
Learners can select, safely use and maintain a range of engineering hand tools used for shaping, cutting and
assembly. This will include filing, hacksawing, drilling & tapping skills
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10. Select, use and care for engineering measuring equipment:
Learners can identify units of measure commonly accepted within the engineering industry, identify correct symbols
and select, safely use and maintain a range of engineering measuring equipment, including rulers, tape measures,
verniers & micrometers
11. Perform routine maintenance:
Learners will be able to plan and prepare job cards and sequencing activities, monitor condition of machinery and
equipment, perform Routine Maintenance, clean, replenish and lubricate machines and apply quality checks on
completed work
12. Sling Loads
Learners can sling loads safely before allowing load-moving equipment to remove / move the load; understand the
importance of applying safe slinging techniques and how it is achieved; basic knowledge of weight determining,
determining what load slinging equipment is required, lashing the load, attaching the load to the selected lifting
equipment and signalling the lifting equipment operator
13. Maintain bearings in machines and equipment:
Learners are able to identify a range of bearings and their application in machinery and equipment; able to check
bearings, determine faults, assess requirements for repair, and remove and replace bearings
14. Maintain indirect drives:
Learners can perform maintenance on indirect drives to ensure operational integrity; importance of maintenance of
indirect drives and how it is achieved; basic knowledge of drive systems, repairing indirect drive components,
alignment of the drive and the use of tools and equipment to maintain indirect drives
15. Maintain direct drives:
Learners can perform routine maintenance on direct drives to ensure operational integrity; monitoring, repairing and
alignment of direct drives; importance of maintaining direct drives and how this is achieved
16. Maintain lubricating systems:
Learners are able to identify various types of lubricating systems, ascertain the operations of each and inspect, test
and repair lubricating systems
17. Maintain centrifugal pumps:
Learners are able to identify centrifugal pumps and their application, plan & prepare for pump maintenance,
maintain, repair, remove & install centrifugal pumps, maintain and care for tools & equipment
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18. Maintain positive displacement pumps:
Upon completion of this module, learners are able to identify positive displacement pumps and their application,
plan & prepare for pump maintenance, maintain, repair, remove & install positive displacement pumps, maintain
and care for tools & equipment
19. Maintain hydraulic systems:
Learners can identify and discuss a range of hydraulic systems and their applications, plan and prepare for
hydraulic maintenance, maintain, remove & install hydraulic systems, maintain and care for tools & equipment
20. Maintain pneumatic systems:
Learners can identify and discuss a range of pneumatic systems and their applications, plan and prepare for
pneumatic maintenance, maintain pneumatic systems, maintain and care for tools & equipment
21. Maintain dynamic seals in machines and/or equipment:
Learners are able to identify types of dynamic seals, select for specific use, install and test dynamic seals used in
machines and equipment
22. Maintain gearboxes:
Learners are able to inspect gearboxes, determine faults, assess requirements for repair, and remove, replace and
set up parts and components
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Manufacturing & Production Short Courses
1.

5S:
•

Implementing 5S

•

5S Breakdown

2. HACCP:
•

Introduction to HACCP

•

Principles of HACCP

•

Monitoring & Controlling CCP’s

•

Food Safety Hazards

•

Non Conformance & Corrective Action

3. GMP:
•

Introduction to GMP

•

Personal Health & Safety

•

Food Safety

•

Hygiene and Sanitation Practices

•

Contamination

•

Personal Habits

•

Pest Management

•

Buildings and Equipment

•

Services

•

Warehousing and Transportation

•

Materials handling

•

Segregation

•

Identification and Traceability

•

Product recall

•

Supplier Quality Assurance

•

Dispatch of products

•

Training

•

The 6S’s
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4. Microbiology:
•

Understanding Microbiology

•

Structural Parts and Functions of Microorganisms

•

Growth and Reproduction of Micro-Organisms

•

Source of Contamination

•

Good Manufacturing Practices

•

What is the Role of the Microbiology Laboratory?

5. Quality Control Practices in the FMCG Environment:
•

Introduction to Quality Control

•

Introduction to Quality Assurance

•

Non-Conformance and Corrective Action

•

Documenting and Reporting

•

Gathering Data and Measurements

6. Personal Safety:
•

Introduction to Personal Safety

•

Safety Signs & Symbols

•

Personal Protective Equipment

•

Hygiene & Sanitation Practices

•

Security Procedures

•

Personal Safety

•

Safety Emergencies

•

Colour Coding

•

Storage Requirements

7. TPM Overview:
•

Introduction to Autonomous Maintenance

•

The 5s System

•

Understanding T.P.M. Together with A.M.

•

The Concept of T.P.M.

•

Objectives & benefits of A.M.

•

The 16 J.I.P.M. Losses Within A Company

•

Step 0 : Planning And Preparation

•

Step 1 : Initial Cleaning

•

Step 2 : Eliminate Sources Of Contamination And Inaccessible Area

•

Step 3 : Establish Cleaning & Lubricating Standards
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Legislative Short Courses (SHEQ Compliance)
1.

First Aid Level 1:
•

Legal Aspects

•

Unconsciousness

•

Principles of Safety

•

Wounds and Bleeding

•

Casualty Management

•

Burns and Bleeding

•

Breathing

•

Electrical Injuries

•

Artificial Respiration

•

Head and Spinal Injuries

•

CPR

•

Injuries to Muscles and Ligaments

•

Choking

•

Bandages and Splints

•

Blood and Circulation

•

Fractures

•

Shock

2. First Aid Level 2:
•

Legal Aspects

•

Blood and Circulation

•

Principles of Safety

•

Shock

•

Casualty Management

•

Blood and Circulation

•

Breathing

•

Unconsciousness

•

Artificial Respiration

•

Wounds and Bleeding

•

CPR

•

Head and Spinal Injuries

•

Choking

•

Injuries to Muscles and Ligaments

•

Fractures

•

Burns and Scalds

•

Chest, Head & Spinal Injuries

•

Electrical Injuries

•

Blast Injuries

•

Epilepsy (Fits)

•

Eye & Hand Injuries

•

Chest Pain and Paralysis

•

Multiple Injury Management

•

CVA (Stroke)

•

Rescue Carriers

•

Injuries to Muscles and Ligaments

•

Electrical Injuries

•

Bandages and Splints

•

Fractures

•

Elementary and Applied Anatomy and Physiology

•

Poisoning & Environmental Emergencies
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3. Health & Safety Representative:
4. Accident/Incident Investigation:
•

The reason for investigations

•

Conducting the interview

•

Causes of incidents

•

Handling disagreements

•

Investigate every incident

•

Taking notes and statements

•

The investigation team

•

Closing the interview

•

Investigating steps

•

Re-enact the incident

•

Visit the scene of the incident

•

Investigation reports & checklist

•

Collect exhibits

•

Case studies

•

Collect exhibits

•

Review of skills learnt

•

Interview the right people

•

Evaluation of course

•

Preparing for the interview & asking the right questions

5. OHS Act Awareness for Management – Workshop:
•

General duties of employees

•

Health and safety committees

•

Duty to inform

•

Functions of health and safety committees

•

General duties of employees at work

•

Certain deductions prohibited

•

Duty not to interfere with, damage or misuse

•

Report to an inspector regarding certain incidents

•

Victimization forbidden

•

Acts or omissions by employees or mandatories

•

Penalties

things
•

Chief executive officer charged with certain
duties

•

Health and safety representatives

•

Functions of health and safety
representatives

6. Basic SHE Principals In The Workplace:
•

Health and safety policy

•

Safe working practices

•

Organisational structure

•

Intoxication (alcohol abuse) / drugs

•

Duties of your employer & employee

•

First aid / accident / investigation reporting

•

Your rights as an employee

•

Fire prevention

•

General health and safety rules

•

Good housekeeping

•

Organisation’s rules and procedures

•

Symbolic safety signs
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7. Hazardous Identification Risk Assessment –HIRA:
•

Example Of Common Hazard Identification

•

Definitions

•

Occupational Health And Safety Act

•

Risks

•

Types Of Risks

•

Hazard And Risks

•

Hazard Identification Guidelines

•

Aspects To Consider In Identifying Hazards

•

Follow-Up And Monitoring

•

Hazard Identification And Risk Assessment

•

Hazard Identification And Risks Assessment Teams

•

Plan & Prepare For Hazard Identification

Checklist
•

Types Of Hazards To Look For In A Workplace

•

Type Of Documentation & Information we need to
do a Hazard Identification

•

Important Points to remember when conducting a
Hazard Identification In Your Work Area

8. Basic Environmental Course
9. Construction Regulations
10. COID Act Course:
Day one

Day two

•

Interpretation of the Act

•

Determination and calculation of Compensation

•

Administration of the Act

•

Occupational Disease

•

Compensation Fund and Reserve Fund

•

Medical aid

•

Compensation for Occupational Injuries

•

Obligations of Employers

•

Claims for Compensation

•

Legal procedures

•

General

11. Advanced OHS Act Course
12. Forklift & Reach Truck Driver Training:
•

Parts and Components

•

Dangerous goods

•

Inspection and Maintenance

•

Fire safety

•

Safety on a Forklift

•

Forklift stability

•

Refuelling

•

Theory assessment

•

Pallets and storage containers

•

Practical assessment
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13. Power Pallet Driver Training:
•

Principles of operation

•

Stacking

•

Mechanical appreciation

•

Parking

•

Inspections

•

Theory assessment

•

Lifting

•

Practical assessment

•

Transporting

•

14. Overhead Crane Code 30 – 31 Certification & Recertification
15. Mobile Crane Driver Training:
Module 1 (Operator Training)
•

Safety

•

Practical operations

•

Different types of cranes

•

Overhead crane braking system ( Appendix 1)

•

Crane Components

•

Risk control ( Appendix 2)

Module 2 Overhead Crane (Rigging)
•

Using slings and lifting equipment

•

Wire rope slings & Construction of Ropes

•

Rope inspection

•

Correct slinging methods

•

Correct use of sling

•

Mechanical splicing

•

Chain slings & Steel Wire Ropes

•

Centre of gravity

•

Good slinging practices

•

Identification of slings

•

Home-made lifting Equipment

•

Inspection of Wire Ropes

•

Shackles

•

Discarding and Rejecting of Unsafe tackle

•

Natural fibre ropes

•

Appendix 1 (Risk Control)

•

Wire Strands

16. Scissor Lift Certification & Recertification
17. Rigging & Slinging Training Course & Chain Hoist
18. Hazardous Task Training (Heights/Hot Work/Permit Controllers)
19. ISO/OHSAS 14001/18001 Training (Introduction)
20. ISO/OHSAS 14001/18001 Training (In Depth)
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The following “New Integrated SHE System Elements” are covered with the related OHSAS/ISO clauses:
New Element

New Integrated SHE System Elements

No.
1.00

MANAGEMENT ELEMENTS

OHSAS/ISO
Clause No.

1.01

SHE Policy

1.02

SHE Risk and Impact Assessment

4.3.1

1.03

Legal Requirements

4.3.2

1.04

Corporate Requirements

4.4.4

1.05

SHE Objectives and Targets

4.3.3

1.06

SHE Plan

4.3.4

1.07

Management Review

4.6.1

1.08

Document and Data Control

4.4.5

2.00

OPERATIONAL MANAGEMENT

2.01

Structure and Responsibility

4.4.1

2.01.1

Appointments, Designations & Responsibility

4.4.1

2.01.2

Person-Job-Specs

4.4.6

SHE Training & Induction training

4.4.2

Communication

4.4.1

SHE Committees

4.4.3

SHE Promotion & Awareness-internal & external

4.4.2

SHE Performance board

4.4.3

SHE Suggestion scheme

4.4.3

SHE Reference resources

4.4.3

SHE Annual Report

4.4.3

SHE Incident Recall

4.5.3

Off the job SHE

4.4.2

Management Support and General Inspections

4.5.1

Management Support and Involvement

4.4.1

SHE Rep Inspections

4.5.1

Behaviour Based Safety Observations

4.5.1

Technical and Equipment Inspections

4.4.6

2.05.1

Planned Maintenance & Equipment Inspections

4.4.6

2.05.2

Physical Barriers & machine guarding

4.4.6

2.05.3

Ventilation and LEV systems

4.4.6

2.05.4

Ladders, platforms, scaffolds, steps, etc.

4.4.6

2.05.5

Lifting machines, equipment and tackle

4.4.6

2.05.6

VUP Boilers and portable gas containers

4.4.6

2.05.7

Electrical installations, earthing and equipment

4.4.6

2.05.8

Hand tools, personal, general and special tools

4.4.6

2.05.9

Fire fighting and emergency equipment inspections

4.4.7

2.02

2.03
2.03.1
2.03.2
2.03.3
2.03.4
2.03.5
2.03.6
2.03.7
2.03.8
2.04

2.05

4.2
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New Element

New Integrated SHE System Elements

No.

OHSAS/ISO
Clause No.

2.06

Motorised transport and equipment

4.4.6

2.07

Personal protective equipment

4.4.6

2.08

Hazardous Chemical Substances

2.08.1

HCS – General

2.08.2

Storage of HCS, Flammables and explosives

2.09

4.4.6
4.4.7

Environmental Management

4.4.6

2.09.1

Pollution Management

4.4.6

2.09.2

Waste Management

4.4.6

2.09.3

Resource Conservation

4.4.6

2.09.4

Environmental Monitoring

4.5.1

Occupational Health Management

4.4.6

2.10.1

2.10

Person job specifications-Medical requirements

4.4.6

2.10.2

Medical Station/facilities

4.4.6

2.10.3

Medical examinations

4.4.6

2.10.4

First Aid and Emergency Equipment & training

4.4.2

Control over hazardous work

4.4.6

2.11
2.11.1

Lock out

4.4.6

2.11.2

Written safe work procedures

4.4.6

2.11.3

Planned task observations

4.5.1

2.11.4

Permit to work system

4.4.6

2.12

Engineering, Projects and Change Management

4.4.6

2.13

Contractor Management

4.4.6

2.14

Emergency preparedness

4.4.7

2.14.1

Emergency Plan

4.4.7

2.14.2

Emergency & Fire Training

4.4.7

2.14.3

Emergency Alarm Systems

4.4.7

2.14.4

Availability of Fire & Emergency Equipment

4.4.7

2.14.5

Security System

4.4.7

3.00

PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT

3.01

Constructions and physical environment

4.4.6

3.01.1

Buildings and structures

4.4.6

3.01.2

Lighting and visibility requirements

4.4.6

3.01.3

Ventilation

4.4.6

3.01.4

Labelling of valves and switches

4.4.6

3.02

Ablution and Canteen Facilities

4.4.6

3.03

Housekeeping

4.4.6

3.03.1

Demarcation

4.4.6

3.03.2

Stacking and storage practices

4.4.6

3.03.3

Yard and open storage areas

4.4.6

3.03.4

Colour coding

4.4.6

3.04.5

Signage and notices

4.4.6
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New Element

New Integrated SHE System Elements

No.

OHSAS/ISO
Clause No.

4.00

INCIDENT MANAGEMENT

4.01

Incident Register (reporting)

4.5.2

4.02

Incident Investigation

4.5.2

4.03

Incident Statistics

4.5.2

4.03.1

Incident Frequency rates

4.5.3

4.03.2

SHE Incident statistics – Cause Analysis

4.5.3

4.03.3

SHE Incident Statistics – Cost Analysis

4.5.3

5.00

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE, LIAISON & AUDITS

5.01

Corporate Governance

4.5.4

5.02

Audits

4.5.4

21. Scaffold Erector Training:
•

Basic scaffolding requirements

•

Hoist towers

•

Tying scaffolding to building facades

•

Protection fans and nets

•

Independent scaffold

•

Interpretation of drawings and specifications

22. Basic Fire Fighting:
•

Handling of Hazardous Chemical Substances

•

Search and Rescue

•

Risk Assessments

•

Moving in Smoke and Darkness

•

Elements of Fire

•

Moving Downstairs

•

Ignition Sources

•

To avoid losing your way

•

Classification of Fires

•

Working on Roofs

•

Methods of Fire Spread

•

Duties, Tasks and responsibilities of a Fire Team

•

Fire Extinguishers

•

Fire Fighting Equipment Inspections – Hose Reels

•

Identification of Water Supplies

•

Entry Hazards

and Fire Extinguishers
•

Additional duties, tasks and responsibilities for a
Fire team leader

•
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Evacuation Plan and Drills
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23. Working at Heights:
•

Module 1:

Legal Aspects

•

Module 2:

Hazards associated with working at
Heights

•

Module 3:

Medical requirements

•

Module 4:

Safety precautions/Mitigation

•

Module 5:

Permit requirements for

•

Module 6:

Appointments and competencies

Hazardous Tasks
•

Module 7:

Assessments – Theoretical

24. SHE Managers Course:
•

Risk Management

•

Technical Safety

•

HIRA

•

Occupational Health

•

Health and Safety Theories, Principles and

•

Introduction to Industrial Environmental

SHE Systems
•

OSHACT and other Legislation

•

Incident investigation

Management
•

Introduction to Implementation, Maintenance and
Organisation of a SHE Program
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Fitting Qualification Fundamental Unit Standards
1.

NQF Level 2:
U/S No.
119454/8962
12461

Unit Standard Title
Maintain and adapt oral communication
Communicate at work

119463/8963

Access and use information from texts

119456/8964

Write for a defined context

7469
9009

Use mathematics to investigate and monitor the financial aspects of personal and community life
Apply basic knowledge of statistics and probability to influence the use of data and procedures in order to
investigate life related problems

7480

Demonstrate understanding of rational and irrational numbers and number systems

9007

Work with a range of patterns and functions and solve problems

12444
119460

Measure, estimate and calculate physical quantities and explore, describe and represent geometrical
relationships in 2-dimensions in different life or workplace contexts
Use language and communication in occupational learning programs

2. NQF Level 3:
U/S No.
119472

Unit Standard Title
Accommodate audience and context needs in oral/signed communication

9528

Communicate with clients

12488

Complete feasibility and commissioning reports

9010
9013
119457

Demonstrate an understanding of the use of different number bases and measurement units and an awareness of
error in the context of relevant calculations
Describe, apply, analyse and calculate shape and motion in 2-and 3-dimensional space in different contexts
Interpret and use information from texts

9012

Investigate life and work related problems using data and probabilities

7456

Use mathematics to investigate and monitor the financial aspects of personal, business and national issues

119465

Write/present/sign texts for a range of communicative contexts
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3. NQF Level 4:
U/S No.

Unit Standard Title

119472

Accommodate audience and context needs in oral/signed communication

119458

Analyse and respond to a variety of literary texts

119466

Interpret a variety of literary texts

119457

Interpret and use information from texts

9015

Apply knowledge of statistics and probability to critically interrogate and effectively communicate findings on life
related problems

119462

Engage in sustained oral/signed communication and evaluate spoken/signed texts

119469

Read/view, analyse and respond to a variety of texts

9016
119471
7468
119459

Represent analyse and calculate shape and motion in 2-and 3-dimensional space in different contexts
Use language and communication in occupational learning programmes
Use mathematics to investigate and monitor the financial aspects of personal, business, national and international
issues
Write/present/sign for a wide range of contexts
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Soft Skill Development Courses
No.

Module Name

No.

Module Name

1

Administrative support

2

Anger management

3

Assertiveness & self confidence

4

Attention management

5

Basic bookkeeping

6

Body language (basics)

7

Budget & financial reports

8

Business ethics

9

Business etiquette

10

Business succession planning

11

Business writing

12

Creative problem solving

13

Call centre training

14

Change management

15

Civility in the workplace

16

Coaching & mentoring

17

Communication strategies

18

Conflict resolution

19

Critical thinking

20

Customer service

21

Emotional intelligence

22

Employee motivation

23

Employee on boarding

24

Employee recruitment

25

Facilitation skills

26

Generation gaps

27

HR management

28

Interpersonal skills

29

Job search skills

30

Knowledge management

31

Leadership & influence

32

Lean process & six sigma

33

Measuring results from training

34

Media & public relations

35

Meeting management

36

Middle manager

37

Negotiation skills

38

Safety in the workplace

39

Overcoming sales objections

40

Performance management

41

Personal productivity

42

Presentation skills

43

Project management

44

Proposal writing

45

Public speaking

46

Sales fundamentals

47

Stress management

48

Supervising others

49

Supply chain management

50

Talent management

51

Teamwork & team building

52

Time management

53

Train the trainer

54

Work-life balance

55

Workplace diversity

56

Workplace harassment

57

Workplace violence

58

Key Account Management
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All of the above listed training programs are professionally packaged and include the following:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Training module
Instructor guide
Ice-breakers
Facilitator presentation
Activities
Quick reference sheets

These modules can be customised to suit specific business needs for specific target populations. Details
of the above courses are available on request and can be packaged in such manner to suit employee
shift patterns.
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LEARNERSHIP IMPLEMENTATION

Learnership &
Apprenticeship
Delivery & Project
Management
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LEARNERSHIP IMPLEMENTATION
As CTS delivers their own Learnerships, we are in a position to assist you in the overall Project Management &
Administration of any Learnership or Apprenticeship you might be considering for your permanent employees or for
unemployed employees. Our services offered are as follows, but not limited to:
•

Develop and monitor training project plan

•

Assist with grant applications

•

Co-ordinate the registration of learners with the relevant SETA

•

Submit results as training has been completed

•

Manage the internal moderations as a requirement of a Learnership / Apprenticeship

•

Liaise with the relevant SETA regarding the external moderations

CTS is accredited with merSETA to run the following Learnerships:
•

NQF2: National Certificate: Mechanical Engineering (59689)

•

NQF3: National Certificate: Mechanical Engineering: Fitting (59669)

•

NQF4: Further Education and Training Certificate: Mechanical Engineering: Fitting (59709)

CTS is fully accredited with FoodBev SETA for the following Learnership:
•

57694 – NQF3: Food & Beverage Packaging Operations

CTS is pending accreditation with the CHEITA for the following Learnership:
•

NQF3: National Certificate: Automated Packaging Operations (58975)
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TECHNICAL WRITING
& DEVELOPMENT
(referred to as T.W.D.)
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Content

Page

Introduction

82

Process Machine Operational Module Overview

84

Autonomous Maintenance Overview

85

Additional Training Material

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Standard Operating Procedures
Safe Working Practices
AM Checklists
Assessment Observation Checklists & Knowledge Tests
Competency Matrix
Problem Solving Training Material
Interactive Training Material
Work Instructions (1-21)
T.P.M. Aligned Training Material
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The following gives a summary of the type of Training Material that CTS can develop, however, these should not
be viewed as the only material that we can develop as we are constantly looking for new and innovative ways of
developing and presenting Training Material. All of our material is customised to suit your needs and operational
requirements.
CTS has vast experience of developing material for a broad range of industries as can be seen from the list of
existing customers and within the business itself and its employees we have a vast amount of industry specific
knowledge and skills to draw upon.
•

Confidentiality:
Also with reference to our list of existing clients, confidentiality is of utmost importance to CTS and as such
confidentiality agreements would be signed prior to commencing any material development.

•

Machine Specific:
Our training material is machine-specific based, which means it is designed specifically on your machines to
suit your needs. This material can either be unit standard aligned or “fit for purpose” meaning that it is
specifically designed to meet your specific business needs and your strategic objectives.

•

Integrated:
The training material can be developed as an integrated learner training guide and as an assessment tool,
therefore removing the amount of paperwork required for the assessment process. As CTS has many years of
On-Site Training we have found that the integrated training module works well for both the learner and
assessor.

•

Photograph (picture) Based:
Because of our experience in On-Site training and given the general educational levels of many of our
factories all our material is photograph based and aimed at operator level, however this can easily be adapted
to suit the needs of qualified artisans.

•

Continual Feedback:
Throughout the development you, the client, will be updated on a constant basis as to the development status
of the training material through the development of a project plan and through regular meetings with the key
stakeholders of the organisation.
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Process Machine Operational Modules Overview
Introduction:
Process Machine Operational Modules that are developed assist manufacturers to improve their plants’ operational
performance, brand integrity and manufacturing responsiveness. It does so through consistent execution of
unit/line operations, improved reliability and repeatability of equipment set-up.
Overview:
These modules are developed around your specific machines and your specific operational needs, the general
sections covered with a Machine Operational Module are:
•

Lock-Out & Safety Procedures;

•

Machine Overviews and Descriptions of Components;

•

Pre-Start-Up Procedures;

•

Start-Up Procedures;

•

Production & Quality Control Tasks;

•

Shut-Down Procedures;

•

Change-Over (Product Only);

•

House-Keeping.

Benefits:
With these Machine Operational Modules, you can:
•

Use them to assess the competency levels of existing operators;

•

Train new employees on the function and operation of machines;

•

Remove the “word of mouth” training approach that has led to many bad habits and safety implications;

•

Upon training and subsequent assessment it holds the operator accountable for any operational deviations;

•

Improve brand integrity through consistent execution of unit/line operations and raw material usage;

•

Improve time-to-volume and responsiveness through improved reliability and repeatability of equipment set-up
and operations;

•

Immediately detect deviations from specifications.
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Autonomous Maintenance Modules Overview
Introduction:
As part of the CTS First Line Maintenance Program, this program is designed to provide foundational engineering
theory and underpinning knowledge to machine operators/setters that will enable them to move from being “push button” operators to Technical Operators; a Technical Operator being an individual able to assist an artisan on a
basic maintenance level; eg: minor adjustments, lubrication, fault diagnoses, assisting with general maintenance,
etc.
Part of the approach of the First Line Maintenance Program is the practical application and implementation of the
Operational and First Line Maintenance training onto the specific machines through facilitation and practical
demonstration.
Overview:
This training program is complemented through the development of the First Line Maintenance training modules.
These modules included the following aspects:
•

Safety and Lock-Out Procedures;

•

Machine In-Feed;

•

Machine;

•

Machine Out-Feed;

•

Perform Daily Cleaning;

•

Perform Component Change-Over;

•

Perform Quality Control Tasks;

•

Perform Lubrication;

•

Perform Condition Monitoring.

Benefits:
The actual tasks, included in the modules, are operator-based and based on the theories of both Total Productive
Maintenance and World Class Manufacturing, therefore alleviating valuable artisan time that is used to perform
these tasks and ultimately made the responsibility of the machine operator, which in general terms is:
•

Perform Cleaning;

•

Perform Inspection;

•

Perform Lubrication;

•

Performing Changes-Over;

•

Perform Minor Adjusts.
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Additional Training Material
Standard Operating Procedures (SOP):
A Standard Operating Procedure is a set of instructions having the force of a directive, covering those features of
operations that lend themselves to a definite or standardised procedure without loss of effectiveness. Standard
Operating Policies and Procedures can be effective catalysts to drive performance improvement and improving
organisational results. Every good quality system is based on its standard operating procedures (SOPs). Generally
four Standard Operating Procedures would be developed; these include:
•

Start-Up Procedure;

•

Shut-Down Procedure;

•

Change-Over Procedure;

•

Safety Procedure (see below);

These would be laminated and located at the machines in clear view for all to see.
Safe Working Procedures (SWP):
Experience has shown that if safety is incorporated into the first three procedures they tend to be generic and lack
detail, we believe that this is unacceptable, therefore we propose the development of stand-alone Safe Working
Procedures (SWP), these would be machine specific and as a result would give the operator accurate safety
details that are relevant to that specific piece of machinery. In order to be able to develop these we would utilise
the following documentation that is currently in use at your site.

Incident
Reports

Safe
Working
Procedure
Aspect /
Impact
Assessment

Risk
Assessment
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As can be seen the model above shows that each document has an impact on the other and as such by
incorporating them into the SWP will ensure that all risks to person, machine and environment have covered and
preventative measures established.
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Autonomous Maintenance Checklists:
The Autonomous Maintenance (AM) standards are set in the form of checklists describing the tasks to be
performed by operators that have completed the First Line Maintenance Program. These checks generally
incorporate:
•

Inspection;

•

Cleaning;

•

Lubrication;

•

Tools to be used in performing the task;

•

Standard time to be taken to perform the task;

•

Frequency of performing the task (daily, weekly, etc.).

The critical inspection points on the equipment, such as: gauges & levels are identified and these critical points are
added to the AM standards on cleaning and inspection. However, it must be noted that these standards are
developed after working on preventive solutions to minimise/eliminate cleaning and inspection time by preventing
abnormalities. AM standards are institutionalised and displayed on the equipment.
The technicians and operators can follow this checklist in maintaining the equipment. It is also important to record
the observations made during cleaning and inspection. The operators must be trained in recording the
observations. This data can be further analysed to predict any impending problems and also as a check that the
predetermined checks are actually being carried out by the responsible operators.
Assessment Tools, Checklists & Knowledge Tests:
If the Machine Operational Modules and First Line Maintenance Modules are unit standard aligned or customer
specific, then all assessment instruments, tools, checklists and knowledge can be developed subject to your
requirements.
Competency Matrices:
Competency matrices can be developed for several levels of employees; including, operator, team leader, artisan
etc. These matrices are designed to show the technical skills and soft skills competencies required to perform the
various positions within a business.
These are generally developed against job profile then by individual giving a visual overview of any training needs
required by the various employees. These matrices can be used as a valuable tool when completing the Workplace
Skills Plans (WSP’s) and subsequent Implementation Reports. By having a comprehensive matrix of all the
competencies required by the organisation allows for more accurate training budgets to be established and
controlled.
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Problem Solving Material:
CTS can also develop training material targeting specific problems that organisations experience. This training is
invaluable if reoccurring problems are occurring as controlled training sessions can be conducted were by the
problem and solutions are discussed and competency in resolving the problem can be ascertained, thereby
eliminating reoccurring problems by having the knowledge and skills transferred to all affected parties.
Interactive Training Material:
CTS can also provide interactive training material that makes use of both animation and video footage of your
specific machines and operations, which allows for all training to be conducted in a classroom environment,
removing the problem of noise levels found in most factories. By using video and animation, it can be used as an
aid to ascertain the learner’s competency levels in a simulated environment before even going onto the actual
machines, thus eliminating valuable production time generally caused by machine stoppages during training. This is
seen to be a valuable tool especially when dealing with health and safety aspects.
Work Instructions (W.I. 1 -21):
Work Instruction development applies to one or more machines or machine processes. It includes supplier or agent
details and can also be cross-referenced to the supplier’s manuals where appropriate. The level of detail included
in the manual will be determined by the need for training or future reference which is company specific. Work
Instruction manuals cover a wide variety of information ranging from the Background Theory of the machine to
problem solving.
T.P.M. Modules:
Total Productive Maintenance Modules are machine specific training modules that are based around the
Autonomous Maintenance pillar in the TPM program. These modules incorporate operational tasks, autonomous
maintenance tasks, quality management, changeover tasks and fault finding tasks. These modules serve as an
efficient platform to introduce and maintain TPM standards in the workplace.
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“CHOCOLATE FACTORY”
BUSINESS SIMULATION
WORKSHOP
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Introduction:
Before pilots are allowed to fly an airplane, they spend hours in flight simulations to equip them with the necessary
skills they will need to deal with any possible scenario that they may encounter whilst in the air. Even pilots with
years of experience still put in countless hours of simulation time to ensure they remain at the top of their game. In
the medical environment simulations have become crucial to ensure that doctors and surgeons remain up to date
with new procedures and techniques. It provides them with the freedom to experiment with complex procedures
and situations without the fear of endangering lives.
The fact is that over the last few decades the importance of real life simulations have become evident over a wide
spectrum of disciplines. We have even seen simulations applied with great success for the evaluation and training
of military personnel and emergency response teams. In all the above mentioned areas, simulations have been
introduced to evaluate and identify the affects and consequences of possible options without the real life impact
when things go wrong.

The Question:
So why then do we not use simulations in the business environment to ensure that our business leaders and teams
are fully equipped to deal with the unique demands of their environment and industry and also have an opportunity
to test new ideas and processes without the financial impact associated with failure?

The Answer:
Business simulations have been around for many years and have been used with great success as a tool for
business training and analysis. Although very popular in countries like the USA and Great Britain, very few South
African companies are familiar with, or have used business simulations as a development tool within their
organisations.

Business simulations have become more and more popular within Business Schools and

Universities, but one of the problems experienced with these simulations is that many of them have been
developed by American or European groups and are therefore not always relevant to the South African business
framework and they are very expensive.
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The Solution:
The Chocolate Factory is one of our highly effective, locally developed business simulations with a wide scope of
application.

The Chocolate Factory can be used with great success to facilitate learning in areas such as

leadership development, customer care, operations management, strategic thinking, systems thinking, sales and
marketing, business finances, performance management, teamwork and many more.

This simulation can be

customised to include any required scenario and can be applied to any level of the business.
The Chocolate Factory is a real, operational factory with a complete production, stock control, packaging, quality,
SHE and shipping division. The factory can be run with between 13 and 34 people, and based on the specific
requirements, scenarios and rolls can be manipulated to make the experience more relevant.

The Truth:

“Any fool can know. The point is to understand.”
– Albert Einstein
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CONTACT DETAILS
Head Office Physical Address

Centre of Excellence Physical Address

26A Padfield Road

No. 43 Livingstone Road

Padfield Park

Pinetown

Pinetown

3610

3610
Tel:

+27 31 701 3198
+27 31 702 8184

Paul Kennedy

Lindsay Paulsen

General Manager

Admin. Leader / Book-keeper

Cell: 082 858 7238

Cell: 082 821 3308

Email: paul@ctssa.co.za

Email: lindsay@ctssa.co.za

Visit our website at:

www.ctssa.co.za
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